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Let X be a R”-valued random variable; for a class of suitable nondecreasing func- 
tions @: R+ + R+ and u E (0, l), a family of best approximations to X based on 
trimming procedures is obtained. Existence and a characterization which relates the 
best approximations and the best trimming sets are obtained. The problem of 
uniqueness is studied for real valued random variables. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
Procedures based on trimming a data set and subsequently choosing a 
best approximation of the remaining set are well known in several branches 
of mathematics. Perhaps the best known of such procedures is the trimmed 
mean, of frequent use in statistics and obligatory reference in robust 
statistics criteria. 
However, the problem arises from the arbitrariness which appears in the 
way one selects the proportion to be trimmed in the left and right sides of 
the data. On the other hand we take also into account the difficulty in 
generalizing this procedure to random variables valued in R” where there 
do not exist preferential directions for removing data. 
This paper deals with obtaining best approximations to random 
variables based on trimming procedures which both do not depend on 
arbitrary decisions and can be defined directly for R”-valued r.v. 
The paper will be developed in the general framework of a R”-valued 
random variable X defined on a probability space (9, CJ, P). For a suitable 
nondecreasing function CD: R+ --) R+ and for a E (0, 1) we look for a Bore1 
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set B, with P(XE B,) > I- a and a value m. E R” such that the discrepancy 
over B, between X and mo, given by 
1 
P(XE Bo) i ~~~(~f@P(lI~-m~l!~dP, 
becomes as small as possible. To be more precise: We try to obtain B, and 
m, satisfying 
where I( (/ denotes the usual norm on R”, I, denotes the indicator set func- 
tion of A, and P, is the probability measure induced by X on (R”, p”)” 
(Similar techniques are employed by Rousseeuw fP] and Rousseeuw 
and Yohai [4] for trimming data sets in the context of estimation with 
high breakdown point. Nevertheless the kind of results obtained is very 
different.) 
Note that for fixed B,, E /I” 
and then, the solutions of 
are the well known Q-means of P,( ./B,). (See Herrndorf [23 and Brdns ez 
al. [ 1 ] for references of Q-means, p-means, and other generalized means. > 
If B, and m,, are a solution of (1.1) then they will be called a @-best 
trimming set for X at level a and an impartial trimmed @-mean of X at 
level X, respectively. 
The word “impartial” means that it is the random variable X itself which 
provides the best way of trimming it. 
The problem can be stated in a more general way by using “trimming” 
functions instead of trimming sets. A trimming function for X at level 
CL is a P-measurable map z: R” -+ [0, I] satisfying j z(X) dP3 1 - LX. The 
trimming functions explain the degree of participation of each point for 
“trimming” the r.v. X, When we are working with trimming sets, each 
point either participates completely or does not participate at all in the 
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construction of the approximation to X. On the other hand when we are 
handling trimming functions, all possible halfway degrees of participation 
are available. 
Now the problem is to select a r0 E T and a value m, E R” such that 
s $/, dp j Q(X) @s(llX- mall 1 dp 
=i:f-:f.r,~~,dp~~(XI~(llX-ml)dP, (1.3) 
where T denotes the class of trimming functions for X at level IX. 
Obviously IBe T for every Bore1 set B with P,(B) 2 1 - CY, hence the 
approximation obtained through trimming functions could be better than 
the one obtained through trimming sets. 
If for fixed t E T, P: denotes the probability on (R”, /?“) given by 
P’(A) ,SA z(x) dpx 
x 
j z(x) df’x 
for all A E /I”, 
analogously to (1.2) we have 
so the solutions of 
&)dPj dx) @,(11X- wll) dp 
= n%. j q,(:) dP j G,(X) @( IV- m II 1 dp 
are the @-means of Pfr. 
If z0 and m, are a solution of (1.3) then r0 will be called a @-best 
trimming function for X at level E, and m,, as above, an impartial trimmed 
@-mean of X at level a. 
Among the different methods for obtaining best approximations to X 
based on trimming procedures we also consider those corresponding to 
La-norms: Choose a set B, E 8” with P(XE B,) 3 1 - a and a value m, E R” 
verifying 
ess sup [IX-- mOll = Ein ,i;Ln ess sup IIX- ml]. 
XsB,, XEB 
(1.4) 
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If B, and m, are a solution of (1.4) they will be called a L,-best 
trimming set for X at level CI and an impartial Chebyshev center (C 
center) of X at level a, respectively. 
Analogously, if we work with trimming functions we try to obtain z0 an 
m,, such that 
ess sup j/X--rn,ll = inf inf ess sup 11X-mll, 
XE Sdnl) rer mtf?- XeSop(r) 
where Sop(r) = (x E P/z(x) > O}. 
Now, if z0 and m, are a solution of (1.5) then ~~ is called a L,-best 
trimming function for X at level a, and m, as above an impartial C 
of X at level a. 
The main goal of this paper is to prove that the balls provide the b 
ways of trimming. In Section 3 we prove the existence of impartial trimm 
Q-means and CH-centers at level CI for every random variable X 
Moreover, we will prove that the indicator set functions of balls in R” are 
essentially the @-best trimming functions, and the impartial trimmed 
Q-means will be characterized for being the centers of the balls defining the 
@-best trimming functions. In Section 4 we study the real case, and we 
obtain for r.v. X having a density, that unimodality is a sufficient condition 
for assuring the uniqueness of the impartial trimmed @-means. 
2. NOTATION 
In this paper (a, CT, P) is a probability space, X is a K-valued random 
variable defined on (Q, c, P), /?” is the Bore1 g-algebra on R”, and P, is the 
probability measure induced by X on (R”, /P). With 11 Ij we will denote the 
usual norm on R”, and for m E R” and r > 0, B(m, r) will be the open ball 
centered at m and with radius r. Moreover, for a set Bc 
closure and B’ its complementary set. 
From now on, @: Rf +R+ will be considered continuous, strictly 
increasing, and such that Q(O) = 0. 
For M E (0, l), T= T(a, X) denotes the set of trimming functions for X at 
level E(, i.e., 
T= T(a, X) = T: R” -+ [0, l] measurable 
Also, for p 6 U, with Tp we denote the subset of T given by 
T(X) dP = I- /!I>. 
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The minimum values in (1.3) and (1.5) will be denoted by V:(X) and 
V>(X), respectively. 
It is obvious that I’s (A’) < co for every @, a, and X; in fact, taking a ball 
B = B(0, Y) such that P,(B) 3 1 - a we have 
and analogously I’: < Y < co. 
3. EXISTENCE OF IMPARTIAL TRIMMED @-MEANS 
In this section we will need some additional notation: For fixed m E R” 
and /I <a, rp(m) will be the radius of the smallest open ball centered at m 
and verifying P,(B(m, rp(m))) d 1 - ,L3 < P,(B(m, rp(m))). Moreover, rm,P 
will denote a trimming function in Tp verifying 
I B(m, r@I)) G Tm,p d h@z,rg(m))~ 
LEMMA 1. Let m E R”, p < a, and B = B(m, rp(m)). Then 
(a) ~~,,~~~~~~/l~-~II~~~~~~~~~~i(ll~-~//~~~f~~~~~~~~~, 
(b) The equality holds in (a) if and only ij’ Is f z < IB a.e. P,. 
Proof: Take z E T and note that 
??&w - Qx)) = 0 for all x$B (3.1) 
s z m&W - +f)) dp = j $X)(1 - ~m,#-)) dp (3.2) 
e)(l - L,~(X)) = 0 for all x E B. 
Now, applying (3.1) to (3.3) successively we have 
(3.3) 
s G&W - WN @W- mll) dp 
d @(r@)) j Q’)(l - ~,,#3) dp (3.4) 
= @(rp(m)) j @‘)(l - L,D(x)) dp 
d I GX1 -~,,&f)) @W-mll) dp. (3.5) 
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So we have 
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= I z(X) @(/IX- m/l) dP; 
moreover, the equality holds if and only if (3.4) and (3.5) are equalities. 
Now, (3.4) is an equality if and only if 
s L&)U -T.(X)) dpx = 0B 
.I (1 -z(x))dP,=O, B 
i.e., 
IBGZ, P, a.e. 
Analogously, (3.5) is an equality if and only if 
J F G)(l -G&)) dp, =0, 
i.e., 
i.e., 
i 
T(X) dP, = 0, 
BC 
Z<IB, P, a.e. 
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Then, the equality holds in (a) if and only if IB < z d IE P, a.e. and the 
proof is finished. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let m E R” and p < a. Then 
(4 WV - 4) S h,, 07 @W- 4) dp G (l/(1 - B)) .i L,~(W 
@W-4) dp. 
(b) The equality in (a) holds if and only if r,(m)=rp(m) and 
P,(B(m, r,(m))) = 0. 
ProoJ First note that, for any M in (0, l), if r and z’ are in T, and 
satisfy 
we have 
Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that z,,~(X) >r,,JX) 
P,-a.s.: In fact, for j < CI, it is always possible to choose rm,P and rrn+ such 
that z,,~ 6 z,,, pointwise. Consequently 
s (LOW) - L,,(W) @(11X- 4) dp 
> @(r,(m)) j CT m,pm - ~m,Lo-)) dP* (3.6) 
Also we have 
@(r,(m)) j” r,,, (X)dP>jr ,,,W) @(llJ- mll) dp. (3.7) 
Now, applying (3.6) and (3.7) successively we have 
s z ,,,(W dp j (L,D(W -7,,,(X)) @W- mll 1 dp 
> j z,,,(X) dP@(r,(m)) 1 (~,&W - I,,.) dp 
k j G&O @W- mll 1 dp s (L,~(W - ~dX)) dp. 
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So we have 
= j ~m,cxW) dp j- * m,,(X) @( IIX- 4 ) dp 
+ j Tm,a (JO dp / L,#7 -T ,,,,,(W) @W-4) dp 
+s5 m,,(x) @(llX- mll) dp [ bn,,O-1 -~n,,D’)I dp 
i.e., 
Moreover, the equality in (a) holds if and only if (3.6) and (3.7) are 
equalities. 
Now, the equality in (3.6) holds if and only if 
I 8’ (G&) - T,,,(X)) dpx = 0 
(where B = B(m, r,(m))) which holds if and only if r,(m) = Ye. 
Analogously, (3.7) is an equality if and only if 
i.e., 
P,(B)=O. [ 
PRoPosITIoN 3. inf,.. infmSR, (l/j T(X) df’) f t(x) @(/IX- mll) dp = 
inftn E R" (1/(1-a))~~,,.(X)~,(IIX-mll)dP. 
640/64/2-4 
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ProoJ: Let z E T and m E R”. Applying successively 
Lemma 1 we obtain 
Lemma 2 and 
$0 @(lP-mll) dp 
hence Proposition 3 holds. 1 
The above result will be very useful for proving the existence of impartial 
trimmed Q-means. 
THEOREM 4 (Existence). Let X be a r.v. defirzed on (a, 0, P) and valued 
in R”. Let UE (0, 1) and let @6: R+ -+ R+ a continuous strictly increasing 
function such that Q(O) = 0. Then there exists an impartial trimmed @-mean 
of X at level CI. 
ProoJ: From Proposition 3 we can take a sequence {m,,] c R” such 
that 
(3.8) 
To simplify the notation we will denote, for every nEN, 
7, = z %,a’ rn = r&s), and B, = B(m,, rd. 
It is easy to see that {m,} and (rn} are bounded sequences and, there- 
fore, we can obtain convergent subsequences which we denote as the initial 
ones. 
Hence we have 
rn,A m,ER” and n+m r,A rOE RC. n+m 
Let us denote B0 = B(m,, rO), i.e., the limit ball. Note that 
T- 
Is&X) d CHILI z,(X) d lim z,(X) < ZBO 
hence Fatou’s Lemma implies that 
j Z,,(X) dP 6 j lim z,(X) dP d 1 -LX < j lim z,(X) dP < j ZBa(X) dP, 
i.e., 
r. = rJm0) and B. = B(m,, ro). 
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Let us denote zO = T,~,~. We will prove that zO and m, satisfy 
! j 
~,0rp(l/~-~*/l)~~-jr,(~)~(l/~--m,ll)~~ -0 13.9) 
which implies that 
-& j W) QW’-mollI dp= J”;. 
It is obvious that 
hence it suffices to prove that the sequences {A, 3 and (K,) converge to 0. 
Since 46 is uniformly continuous on the compact set [O, sup, Y,], we 
have 
An = j ~,Gw@W- Al)-@W-m,llI)dP 
G ! z,(W l~~ll~-~,ll~-~‘(ll~-~oll~l dp 
6 (1 -u) sup I~~ll~-~,ll~-~P(II~-~,ll~l e 0. 
xtz& 
Let us denote C, = {x/z;(x) > T,(X)} and D, = (x/~,J.x) <z,(x)>. We 
have 
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0 = j (z,(x) - Q(X)) dpx 
= fen (z,(x) - Q(X)) dp, +ID. (z,(x) - G(X)) dP.x 
and then 
fen (z,(x) - Q(X)) dP.x = jD, (dx) - z,(x)) dpx. (3.10) 
Now, taking into account that C, c BG n B,, and D, c &, A BE for every n, 
we have 
@(ro) < @( IIX - %ll ) 6 @(r, + IhI -mall ) for all x E C, (3.11) 
and 
@(ro) 3 @(lb - mOll 12 @(rn - lb, - 4 1 for all XED,. (3.12) 
So applying (3.10) to (3.12) we obtain 
s (W4 - dW) @W-d 1 dp 
= s (in -G(X)) @(llx - mall ) dp, =, 
- 5 (G(X) - ~nb)) @(llx - mall 1 dp, D, 
2 @(rd 1 (T&) - dx)) dp, 
G 
-Wo)f (M-dx))dp,=O, 
a 
hence applying once more (3.10) to (3.12) we obtain 
K = j (~n(W - 60) WW- mall 1 dp 
= s (~nV’-)  GAX)) @W--mall) dp 
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and the proof is complete. 1 
As a consequence of Lemma 1 we obtain a very important relatio~sbi~ 
between the impartial trimmed Q-means and the @-best trimming func- 
tions: 
THEOREM 5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4, ij” t0 and mO are a 
solution of (1.3) and B = B(m,, r,(m,)) then 
I,<Z,<IS, P, a.e. (3.13) 
Proof. On the contrary, suppose that (3.13) is not true. Then 
Lemma 1 (b) implies that 
I 
z ,,,,(W @(/IX- mall 1 dP< 1 G&U @tj(l!X-m,ll) df’ 
so (to, m,) cannot be a solution of (1.3 ). 1 
COROLLARY 6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5, zy P, is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R”, theta 
IB=%, P, a.e. 
Definitively we have proved that the balls provide the best ways of 
trimming random variables. Therefore, roughly speaking, the search of the 
best trimming sets and functions can be restricted to the balls and the 
indicator set functions of the balls, respectively. Moreover we know that 
there exists a double relationship between the impartial trimmed @-means 
and the @-best trimming functions: The impartial trimmed D-means of X 
at level a are the centers of the balls defining the @-best rimming functions 
for X at level CI and also the Q-means of P, “restricted” to such balls. 
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All the results in this section are true in the case of L,-approximation 
and the proofs are obvious. In fact these results become: 
LEMMA 1'. Let m E R”, p 6 a, and B = B(m, rp(m)). Then 
(4 ess ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ IV-mll <ess supxtSopCz) llx-mll for all TE TP 
(b) The equality holds in (a) if and only if T < Ie a.e. P,. 
LEMMA 2’. Let m E R” and /3 < a. Then 
(4 ess supXc Sop(rw,) Ilx-mll 6~s ~wXESop(r,,8) ID-mll. 
(b) The equality in (a) holds if and only if r,(m) = rB(m). 
PROPOSITION 3’. inf,..inf msR~ess wXESop(r) IV-4 =inL.~r,(m). 
THEOREM 4’ (Existence). Let X be a r.v. defined on (Q, o, P) and valued 
in R” and let CI E (0, 1). Then there exists an impartial trimmed CH-center of 
X at level a. 
THEOREM 5’. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4’, if z0 and m, are 
solutions of (1.5) and B= B(m,, r,(m,)) then 
z,61g, P, a.e. 
COROLLARY 6’. In the hypotheses of Theorem 5’, if P, is absolutely 
continuous with respect o the Lebesgue measure on R”, then 
IB=%, P, a.e. 
Remark 7. The advantages of working with trimming functions instead 
of trimming sets are very important: 
(i) Obviously, sometimes there do not exist Bore1 sets with 
P,-measure exactly 1 - CI. 
(ii) There exist random variables whose @-best trimming sets are 
neither a ball nor a convex set. 
EXAMPLE. Let X be a real valued random variable such that 
P[X= 0] = l/2, P[X= I] = 3/S, and P[X= 6/5] = l/S. Let CI = 3/X and let 
Q(t) = t2. It is easy to see that the @-best trimming sets for X at level CI 
have to contain {0,6/j} and 1 cannot belong to them. 
(iii) The @-best rimming set has no universal bound. 
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EXAMPLE. Let X be a real valued random variable with the 
law given by 
P[X= a] = e-l 
P[X=k] =e-l/k!, k = 1, 2, . ..~ 
For a= e-l and Q(t)= t2 we can see that for a -+ -oz t -best 
trimming sets for X at level a have to contain (1, 2, . ..) cc 1. 
Remark 8. For random variables with the probability law absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on (R”, B”), trimming 
functions and trimming sets provide the same results. 
Remark 9. If we consider the case 01= 0 then the best approximations 
obtained are the Q-means of X. The case a = 1 has no sense; however, we 
can study what does happen for CI + 1. Let (a,} c (0, 1) such that a, -+ 1. 
For every n 2 1, let m, be an impartial trimmed @-mean (resp. CM-center) 
of X at level ol. Suppose that m is an accumulation point of (m,, n > 11. It 
is easy to see that: 
(i) I~S=(XER n/P[X=x]>O}#f2( then me&‘. 
(ii) If B, has a density j’ then f (m) 3 f(x) for all x E 
4. UNIQUENESS IN THE CASE OF REAL VALUED RANDOM VARIABLES 
Throughout this section X is a real valued r.v. defined on (92, 0, P) with 
distribution function F. Moreover we will suppose some additional con 
tions for the function @: 
Qhasaderivative Y(t)=$@(t) (4.11 
!P has a derivative !P’( t) = $ Y(t). (4.2) 
Since CD is strictly increasing, hence Y(l) > 0 for every t E R+. 
For every m E R, (Z(m), u(m)) will denote the shortest interval centere 
m (m = (I(m) + u(m))/2) and verifying 
P,(U(ml, u(m))) G 1 -a 6 P,(C4m), u(m)l). 
Because of Theorem 5, if m is an impartial trimmed @-mean of X at level 
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c1 then the interval (Z(m), u(m)) defines the @-best trimming functions 
associated to m; i.e., if (r, m) is a solution of (1.3) then 
I(/(m),u(m)) d 7d I[wn),u(m),, P, a.e. (4.3) 
We will prove that such @-best trimming functions are essentially equal; 
i.e., for m being an impartial trimmed @-mean of X at level a, there exists 
essentially a unique @best trimming function such that 
PROPOSITION 10. Let m be an impartial trimmed @-mean of X at level CI. 
If z1 and z2 are @-best trimming functions for X at level a satisfying (4.3) 
then 
ProoJ: Since 
z1= 72, P, a.e. 
s zi(x)@(lx-ml)dP,=min zj(x)@(Ix--ml)dP,, i i=1,2 m 
hence 
J zi(x) Y(jx-mj)sign(x-m)dP,=O, i=l,2 
and then 
J‘ (zl(x)-z2(x)) Y(lx-ml)sign(x-m)dP,=O, 
i.e., 
W(m)) - z2Mm))) PCx= 4m)l= (Al)- z2(u(m))) P[X= u(m)l. 
Hence at least one of the following is true: 
(a) zl(4m)) = z2(z(m)) and zl(4m)) = z2(4m)) 
(b) zl(Z(m)) = z,(Z(m)) and P[X= u(m)] = 0 
(c) zl(u(m)) = z2(u(m)) and P[X= Z(m)] = 0 
and then 
t1= 72, P, a.e. u 
As a consequence of the above proposition we have the following result 
about the interval defining a @-best rimming function for X at level a: 
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COROLLARY 11. Let m be an impartial trimmed Q-mean of X at level a. 
Then at least one of the following is true: 
(a) P[XE (Z(m), u(m))] = 1 -a 
(b) P[XE [Z(m), u(m)]] = 1 - c1 
(c) P[X= I(m)] = 0 
) P[X= u(m)] = 0. 
ProoJ In fact, if (a)-(d) are false then there exist trimming functions ~~ 
and r2 such that P,[z, # r2] > 0 and 
~(r(m),U(m)) d Tl> r2 d ~[l(rn),U(rn), Px a.e. 
which contradicts Proposition 10. 1 
Remark 12. The above results are not true for impartial trimmed 
CH-centers. Counterexamples with discrete random variables are obvious. 
Remark 13. We conjecture that analogous results are true for 
&Y-valued random variables; i.e., for each impartial trimmed @-mean of X 
at level !I there exists essentially a unique @-best trimming function and, 
therefore, the ball B defining such a @-best rimming function satisfies one 
of the foollowing: 
(a) P[XE B] = 1 -a. 
(b) P>[XE B] = 1 - c(. 
(c) There exists x0 EM(B) such that P[XE &I(B)] = P[X= x0], 
where M(B) denotes the boundary of B. 
Now the goal is to prove that for real valued random variables X having 
a density functionf, unimodality is a suffkient condition for the uniqueness 
of the impartial trimmed Q-means and CH-centers. 
THEOREM 14 (Uniqueness). Let X be a real valued r.v. X defined on 
(a, 0, P)? with distribution function F having a differentiable density f which 
is unimodal and satisfies f (x) > 0 for all x E R. Let 01 E (0, 1). Then: 
(a) P;br every convex and strictly increasing function Cp with Q(Q) = 0 
and satisfying (4.1) and (4.2), there exists a unique impartial trimmed 
@-mean of X at level a. 
(b) There exists a unique impartial trimmed CH-center of % at level cz. 
ProoJ: From Proposition 3 the impartial trimmed 
level 01 are the solutions of 
s 
u(m) 
@(It-ml)f(t) dt= P’s, 
2m--u(m) 
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with U(M) the solution of 
F(u(m)) - F(2m - u(m)) = 1 - 01. 
Let us denote 
V(m) = Sll(m’ @(It--mOf(t)& 
2m - u(m) 
we will prove that there is a unique solution of V’(m) = 0. 
By deriving in (4.5) we obtain 
v’(m) = @(lu(m) -ml 1 f(u(m)) u’(m) 
- @(lm - u(m)1  f(2m - u(m))P - u’(m)) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
s 
u(m) 
- !P(lt-ml)sign(t-m)f(t)dt. 
2m ~ u(m) 
Moreover, by deriving in (4.5) we have 
u’(m) f(u(m)) = (2 - u’(m)) f(2m - u(m)) (4.6) 
and then 
Y(lt-mj)sign(t-m)f(t)dt. (4.7) 
Let M be the mode of J: Since f(M) >f(u(M)) and f(M) > 
f(2M- u(M)) hence f(m) >f(u(m)) for rnE (M,, M) and f(m) > 
f(2m - u(m)) for m E (M, M2) being 
and 
Ml = inf(m < Mif(m) >f(u(m))} 
M,=sup(m>Mlf(m)>f(2m-u(m))). 
In the following we outline the proof in four steps. 
Step 1. V(m)<0 for m<M,. 
In fact, applying a trivial change of variable we obtain 
v’(m) = - /u(m) !P(I(t-mI)sign(t-m)f(t)dt 
2m-u(m) 
= s 
m 
!P(m - t) f(t) dt - j”‘“’ Y(t-m) f(t) dt 
2m ~ u(m) m 
s 
u(m) 
=-- Y(t - m)(f(t) -f(2m - t)) dt < 0. 
m 
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Step 2. V(m) is strictly increasing for m E [A&,, M]. 
In fact, by deriving in (4.7) and applying again (4.6) we obtain 
4f(u(m)) f(2m - u(m)) 
v”(m) = - *(u(m) - m)f(u(m)) +f(Zm - u(m)) 
+s 
u(m) 
Y’(lt-ml) f(t)di 
2m - u(m) 
= YI(U(m)-m) (f(4m)-f(2m-4m)))2 
f(u(m))+fPm - u(m)) 
-I 
u(nz) 
lu(It-ml)sign(t-m)j”‘(t)dl 
2m - u(m) 
= y(u(m) -m) (f(4m)) -fGm - 4m))B” 
f(f4m)) +f@m - u(m)) 
+r 
Y(m-t) f’(t)dt-1 
u(m) 
!F(t-m)f’(t)dt. 
2m - u(m) m 
Note that the unimodality off implies that f ‘(x) > 0 for every x < and 
f’(x) < 0 for every x > M. Then, it suffkes to prove that the last integral is 
negative. 
Finally, applying once more the unimodality of S taking into account 
that !P is increasing we obtain the inequalities 
s 
M Y(t-m)f’(t)dt< ~(~-m)(f~~)-f(m)) 
m 
and 
s 
u(m) 
Y(t-mm) f’(t)dtd ~~~-m)(f(~(m))-f(~)) 
M 
which imply 
~“‘“‘Y(t-m) f’(t)dt=jM Y(t-m) f’(t)dr+~~^” !P(t-m)f’(t)dtcO. 
m m 
With similar techniques we can see that: 
Step 3. V(m) is strictly increasing on CM, M2]. 
Step 4. V’(m)>0 for m>M,. 
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Then there exists a unique solution of V’(m) = 0 and the proof of (a) is 
finished. 
For proving (b) note that the impartial trimmed CH-centers of X at level 
CI are the solutions of 
u(m)-m= va, 
with u(m) the solution of (4.4). 
Let us denote V,(m) = u(m) -m. From (4.6) we have 
f(2m - 04 -fMm)) 
v’,(m)= u’(m)- ’ =f(2m - u(m)) +f(u(m)) 
and the unimodality of f assures the uniqueness of the solution of 
V’,(m) = 0. Moreover, such a solution is characterized by verifying 
f(u(m)) =fQm - u(m)). I 
Remark 15. If the condition “f(x) > 0 for all XER” is removed, then 
Theorem 14 is also true. In the proof, some caution with the points where 
V’(m) is not defined is necessary. 
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